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Backdoor Attack in NLP

Backdoor attack can be a real threat in NLP
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Current Defenses Have Limitations
Current defenses:

Ø ONION: identifies poisoned inputs by higher perplexity and changes in perplexity 
after word removal.

Ø STRIP: replaces important words and measures prediction entropy to detect 
poisoned samples.

Ø RAP: introduces additional triggers and monitors the model’s output probability drop 
for detection.
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High false negatives

Sensitive to validation set size

Limited to certain trigger types



Intuition

Ø A robust model's predictions should remain unchanged for semantically consistent 
paraphrases.

Ø Triggers may be removed by paraphrasing, leading to a prediction flip.
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Challenges

Simple paraphrasing may not remove the triggers
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Method Overview
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Formulate the problem as a prompt engineering task and adopt fuzzing to find the 
optimal prompt.



Method Overview
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Method Overview
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Reward Design
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1. Craft poisoned validation samples using surrogate triggers

I like this movie!
udos ĠVald Ġreap ĠStellar Ġautos 
Ġ\%\% Ġautomation hao ĠBigfoot

ĠInvestigator I like this movie!

likelihood What's to say? It is a classic 
film. The special features on the 2d 

disc are great.

Validation set

Test set

Highly recommended!

The movie is such a 
masterpiece.

Stunning visual effects.

The movie has masterful 
storytelling.

Absolutely stu
nning.

Brilliant acting.



Poisoned sentence 1
Poisoned sentence 2
Poisoned sentence 3

Case 1 Case 2

Bitmap [1, 0, 1] Bitmap [0, 1, 1]

Reward Design
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2. Detection score (F1 score)

3. Sentence coverage

Poisoned sentence 1
Poisoned sentence 2
Poisoned sentence 3



Mutation Strategies
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Ø A constant prefix:

"Paraphrase these sentences and make them"

Ø Keyword-based mutation:

Ø Structure-based mutation:

Ø Evolutionary mutation

...gossiping like a school girl

...gossiping like a school girl ......present with passion

......present with passion like a school girl

...talk like a politician

...shouting like a school girl ...gossiping like a young girl

...cry with sadness



Evaluation
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Ø Attacks:

Badnets, Embedding-Poisoning (EP), Style backdoor attack, Hidden Killer attack

Ø Baselines:

ONION, STRIP, RAP

Ø Datasets:

Amazon Reviews, SST-2, IMDB, AGNews



Evaluation
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Parafuzz outperforms the baselines on TrojAI competition with Badnets backdoor.



Evaluation
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Parafuzz outperforms the baselines on advanced attacks.

Parafuzz outperforms human designed prompts on Hidden Killer attack.



Conclusion
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Ø We introduce a new detection framework for backdoor attacks on NLP models, 
leveraging the interpretability of model predictions.

Ø We formulate the goal of distinguishing poisoned samples from clean samples as a 
prompt engineering problem, and adapt fuzzing, a software testing technique, to find 
optimal paraphrase prompts.

Ø Our method outperforms existing techniques, including STRIP, RAP, and ONION on 
various attacks and datasets, especially on covert attacks such as Hidden Killer attack.



THANK YOU !
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